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Introduction
Addition of student papers, materials relating to various German conferences, and materials relating to various grants and exhibits.

Restriction
Includes all accessions. OPEN for use, but student papers can NOT be photocopied. Audio/video materials can NOT be copied.

Box 1
Bauer, Robert
Cape Girardeau
Chancellor’s Development Fund
Chancellor’s grant
Class papers
Salter, Stefan
Heckel, W.
Conferences, 1984
Correspondence and artwork for flyers
Correspondence—A, 1984-1986
Exhibit inquiries
Exhibit materials—design
Lincoln County Archaeological and Historical Society—banquet, 1989
Miscellaneous—Missouri, 1989
Missouri Arts Council—German music and dance, application
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—correspondence
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—preserving the German heritage, 1983
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—traveling exhibit, correspondence
Missouri Committee for the Humanities—traveling exhibit, proposal & contract
Missouri Origins—script
Modern Language Association, 1979
Recapturing the Dream
Saxon Hill Heritage—videocassette & script
Society for German American Studies, Ft. Hays State University, 1982
St. Louis Symposium on German Literature
The Land We Cherished
Translation project—flourine problem in the aluminum industry
University of Missouri-Columbia—development grant
University of Missouri-Columbia—research